What is a Placement?
Objectives
To help you to think about your
current situation, identify key
skils you would like to develop
and key areas you would like to
explore
Relevance
This would be most relevant to
those trying to decide what
placement opportunity to apply
for

One of the most challenging parts of placement is
actually just getting started. There are often a range of
placements on offer, but, sometimes they may not suit
your interests, meet your needs, or may not match your
current capabilities. Most students on their first
placement will probably just be looking to get started;
however for later placements you might be interested in
exploring certain areas, developing certain capabilities,
or maximising your personal and professional growth.
This worksheet is designed to help you start to think
about what placements you might like to apply for.

Step 1: General Considerations
Specific Outcomes
A list of your current capabilities
relative to placmenet and a list of
areas of practice that interest you
for use in a consult with the
placement
coordinator/administrator

The first step in deciding on a placement is to consider
your position and personal experience. For example, if
this is your first placement you might want to look at
placements where you have a supervisor or line
manager that is a psychologist, has supervised
students before and can help you to understand what a
placement is all about. On the other hand, if you are
feeling more confident and have accumulated more
experience in your third or final placement, you may
want to branch out into organisations without an
internal psychologist to allow for greater flexibility,
challenge and scope within a placement.
Some questions to consider:
Is there a particular supervisor you would like to work with?
Is there a particular organisation you would like to work for?
Do you want to experience an internal or external role?
Do you like the reputation or culture of the organisation?
Would you fit the organisations culture or reputation?
Is there something specific about your career aspirations
that placement can help you with?

Are you at the stage where you would like to start looking for
graduate employment?

Do your research, ask
fellow
studentsthrough
and staffyour
As you progress
foryou
their
degree,
willadvice
get a deeper
understanding of the competency
framework

What experience, work experience or placement related
experience have you had?
How can you contribute to the organisation?

Step 2: APAC Competency Framework

As you progress through
your degree, you will get
a deeper understanding
of the competency
framework

Rather than being prescriptive, the purpose of
competency frameworks is to provide a framework from
which to identify gaps in your capabilities. Whilst a lot of
the competencies are covered in the coursework, often
there specific competencies that students would like to
develop further. For those that are not sure about where
to start, you might want to reflect on whether there are a
particular set of skills you would like to develop. The
following questions have been designed to guide you
through this process.
Understanding your Competency Gaps
Explore the current version of the competency
framework. Of the six competencies, which two do you
need to develop the most? What parts specifically?

“I chose placements in a very
similar area, getting a depth of
experience in a niche field was
great. But other students were
more strategic and really
planned to get both some depth,
and some breadth of experience.
The types of jobs we could go for
were very different.”
PhD Graduate

What specific activities might help you develop these?

Force yourself to be concrete. What could you keep as a
record to demonstrate this competency?

Information on what practice
looks like in an
organisation,what skills are in
demand, and which
organisations offer placements
in different areas is difficult to
find out by yourself. Talking to
fellow students and supervisors
is often the best way to get this
information.
How could you demonstrate this competency in terms of
tasks, responsibilities and activities?

Step 3: Areas of Practice
One of the most exciting things about placement is that it
provides a safe opportunity for you to explore the various
areas of practice in organisational psychology.
“I chose placements in a very
similar area, getting a depth of
experience in a niche field which
was great. But other students
were more strategic and really
planned to get both some depth,
and some breadth of experience.
The types of jobs we could go for
were very different.” PhD
Graduate
“I wasted a lot of time waiting
around for someone else to get
me a placement. Then I realised
that this was my career and that
I should be putting in the effort.
I started building my networks
and managed to get a placement
in the area I hope to practice in.
It has led to a lot of
opportunities and changed how I
approach this degree.”
Masters Student

Information on what practice
looks like in an organisation,what
skills are in demand, and which
organisations offer placements in
different areas is difficult to find
out by yourself. Talking to fellow
students and supervisors is often
the best way to get this
information.

Some students already know the area they would like to
practice in whereas some prefer to explore their likes and
dislikes. Either way, it is important to take the time to

consider what areas you would like to practice in, and
what marketable skills you can develop.
The following set of questions has been designed to help
you decide if a placement in a particular area would be
useful for you. By using the areas of practice in
organisational psychology listed above, or by identifying
other areas (e.g. behavioural economics, analytics and
big data, human factors) write down:
Areas of Practice
What are some areas you would like to work in? Why?

What are some areas you wouldn’t like to work in? Why?

What do you know of each of these areas (both the good
and the bad)?

Do your research, ask students
and staff for their advice and be
open to this new experience.

What organisations and placement providers currently
work in the areas you would like to practice?

Final Tips
Often the best learning is unplanned. Whilst planning is
always a great thing to do, expect that a lot of your
personal and professional development will be
unexpected.
“I wasted a lot of time waiting
around for someone else to get me
a placement. Then I realised that
this was my career and that I
should be putting in the effort. I
started building my networks and
managed to get a placement in the
area I hope to practice in. It has
been led to a lot of opportunities
and changed how I approach this
degree.”
Masters Student

It is common to find, particularly for your first placement,
that nothing is available. A lot of students don’t get a
placement for several months or even during the first
semester. Contact the placement coordinator if you are
concerned.
Often students will organise placements through
developing their own networks. Ask the placement
coordinator and administrator to support you if you would
like to do this.
Be open to talking to students who have been on
placements in your area of interest or at your
organisation of interest.
Remember, you need to be registered as a provisional
psychologist throughout your enrolment. Each
registration period lasts for 12 months so make sure to
save up for the renewal every year.

Conclusion
Taking the time to think about which placements on offer
best suits your needs and interests is a great way to help
maximise the opportunity placements provide. Having
considered each of the questions in this worksheet, you
should now have a better understanding of which
placements are right for you.

